
The Asset 
Manager



What is it?

Another way to 
add and manage 
content

Shows site as 
lineage tree



Why Use It?
Has Several options not available during in-
line editing

Can cut/copy multiple

Shows versioning status

Grants access to pages not in the Navigation

Hidden Pages

Import Node



Import Node - 
What’s in it?

Templates

Rich Editor

Files from upgrades

Custom assets

Good place for images



Access



Layout
Current 
Location

Edit Options

Ordering

Title of asset - click link 
to move to that level

Type of 
Asset

Last 
Modified

Size of 
Asset

Lock status - 
Versioning



New Content

Here we can add 
new content as if 
we were editing 
content in-line



Sorting
All columns sortable by clicking on the column name - 

defaultly sorted by rank

Sorted by Size



Navigation
Click a link to move to that 

page in the page tree

Click the Title to move to that 
asset (page or content)



Changing Rank

Click-hold and 
drag the rank 

number to 
desired new 

rank and 
release



Edit & More
The “Edit” link takes you to an 
asset’s edit screen.  This is the 

same as clicking edit on the in-line 
toolbar

Clicking the “More” link 
brings up several key 

functions



Edit Branch

Allows you to change properties on all 
assets in a tree branch

Make change and then click “yes” on 
“change recursively” field



Edit Branch



Other “More” 
Options

Create Shortcut - creates a shortcut or 
mirror of the given asset

Revisions - Allows you to view the revisions 
that have taken place on this specific asset

View - Takes you to the asset page view



Site Organization

Keep common images and files together and 
organized. 

Like the rest of the tree

Use Import Node

Site can now be project based due to folder 
structure



Trash

Can not manually delete 
trash

Fail safe due to versioning



Questions?



Examples


